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ABSTRACT: We report on lasing from dye-based excitons
coupled to slow plasmon states inside metallic Moire ́ cavities.
Surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) inside the cavity were
slowed down to a maximum group velocity of 0.3c. Varying the
modulation of the Moire ́ cavity, we tune the output
wavelength of the plasmonic laser by varying the fast
modulation period of the Moire ́ cavity. This work opens a
new way to study SPP−matter interaction dynamics and
plasmonic lasing with Bragg cavity confined slow plasmons.
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Taming the speed of light opens up new physics for manyaspects of light−matter interaction. Increasing the
interaction time by slowing down light provides an additional
degree of freedom to reduce device size and operating power.1,2
Slow light has been obtained using quantum interference
effects3,4 as well as photonic crystals1 and fibers.5 Work on
stimulated Brillouin5 and Raman6 scattering making use of the
rapid variation of index in the vicinity of Brillouin or Raman
gain has also led to slow light. Optical buffers and delays
envisioned using slow light, however, suffer from scaling effects
due to the wavelength of light.2 Further confinement of light is
possible via the use of surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) using
metallic Moire ́ cavities.7 In this Letter, we show lasing due to
the slow plasmon mode of a metallic Moire ́ cavity.8
Simple plasmonic grating structures interacting with a nearby
emitter have been studied for enhancing photoemission,9−13
owing to the standing wave modes at the band edges. Classical
plasmonic Bragg cavity structures14 have been shown to be
useful for investigation of various planar SPP physics.15
Sophisticated grating structures such as dielectric-loaded
biharmonic11 and Moire ́ cavities8,16 are a new class of
plasmonic gratings that accommodate a slow propagating
cavity mode inside the band gap.17 We show that such Moire ́
cavities with slow plasmon modes amplify SPP signal beyond
spontaneous emission18 and exhibit plasmonic lasing ac-
tion.12,19−26 Moire ́ cavities are structurally similar to Bragg
cavities that have been in use with DFB lasers27,28 for reducing
spatial hole burning and side mode suppression.29−32 Here, the
cavity mode is confined between amplitude-modulated Bragg
mirrors14 and displays Bragg cavity mode characteristics.16
Compared to DFB lasers a plasmonic Moire ́ cavity laser has (i)
a smaller confined mode volume and (ii) uses a metallic
element for lasing.
Lasing action in plasmonic cavities requires three major
components to amplify the signal: a material gain medium
interacting with surface plasmons, which helps to compensate
for signal loss in the system; a feedback mechanism provided by
the metallic grating at the cavity state, where some of the signal
is fed back into the gain medium to be further amplified; and a
pump source, to excite the gain medium. In a Moire ́ cavity, the
slow plasmon mode is expected to further hasten the lasing
action due to increased interaction time between the surface
plasmon polariton and the excitonic matter. Population
inversion is manifested as a threshold in the pump vs output
light signal diagram and is accompanied by a spectral narrowing
at the emission wavelength. In addition to the formation of
threshold and spectral narrowing, signatures of lasing specific to
SPP amplification are related to the plasmon polaritonic nature
of the interaction, as indicated by a high TM/TE contrast in the
output signal. The polaritonic effect can also be tested through
the replacement of the metallic film. Field enhancements due to
the surface plasmon modes are sensitive to the optical
properties of the metal film used; hence, replacing the metal
film dramatically alters the enhancement and lasing properties
of the structure. Due to the evanescent nature of the SPP
modes, gain medium is located just above the metallic surface
where the feedback occurs. This helps to suppress contributions
from the optical modes.33 The emission enhancement due to
plasmonic modes at this proximity is comparably larger than
the free space emission,34,35 due to the increased decay rates of
the fluorophores involved.35 SPP amplification in a slow
plasmon Moire ́ cavity provides a further degree of freedom for
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future studies on controlled plasmon−matter interaction
dynamics.
The experiment setup consists of a Moire ́ cavity in contact
with a laser dye solution (Figure 1a). A Moire ́ cavity is formed
by superposition of two uniform gratings with a sine function
profile having 250 and 256 nm pitches (Figure 1b) (see
Supporting Information), hereafter referred to as Moire ́ 250 +
256 nm. The Moire ́ cavity has fast modulation amplitude with a
period of 253 nm and a slowly varying envelope whose period
is 10.7 μm. Cavity states are localized at the node of the Moire ́
cavity where the amplitude of the fast modulation reaches its
minimum. SPP characteristics of the Moire ́ cavity can be
understood by constructing polarization-dependent spectro-
scopic reflection maps. These maps are obtained by recording
the reflection spectrum of the sample in Kretschmann
configuration at various incidence angles (see Supporting
Information). A simulated reflection map is shown in Figure 1c,
which is calculated with the finite difference time domain
(FDTD) method. The forbidden region in the dispersion
relation of the SPPs formed by lifting the degeneracy of the
forward and the backward propagating SPP modes13 gives way
to a new state in the Moire ́ cavity8 due to the amplitude
modulation of the Moire ́ cavity. The cavity state lies between
the two band edges, where the lower band edge with higher
frequency is at ∼525 nm and the upper band edge with lower
frequency is at ∼550 nm. The same structure in contact with
the dye solution (Figure 1d) has similar SPP features with a 170
nm shift to the red of the spectrum. Figure 1e shows the group
velocity (vg) values along the cavity state shown in Figure 1d.
The vg has a maximum at the center of the cavity of 0.16c,
where c is the speed of light, and at the edges of the cavity state,
it approaches zero. Figure 1f,g show the electric field profiles of
the cavity mode marked in Figure 1c,d, respectively. The cavity
mode in Figure 1g moves slightly toward the dielectric medium
above the cavity structure due to the increase in the effective
index. Both modes are localized around the node of the Moire ́
cavity. (For additional simulation results see Supporting Figures
8 and 9.)
AFM profile of a Moire ́ 242 + 248 nm before Ag evaporation
and a SEM micrograph of the cavity after Ag evaporation are
shown in Figure 2a. The cavity is obtained by exposing a
Figure 1. Slowing down SPPs. (a) Schematic description of the
amplification process. The SPP cavity mode is excited with near-field
coupling. (b) Formation of a Moire ́ cavity. (c and d) Simulated
reflection maps. A cavity mode is created inside the band gap. (c)
Reflection map for a Moire ́ cavity in contact with a vacuum. (d) The
same Moire ́ cavity in contact with the gain medium. (e) Group
velocity scaled with the speed of light in a vacuum, along the cavity
state. Therefore, the group velocity never exceeds one-fifth of the
speed of light inside the cavity. (f and g) Electric field profile of the
cavity state at the points marked on the reflection maps in (c) and (d),
respectively.
Figure 2. Demonstration of plasmonic lasing. (a) AFM profile before
Ag evaporation and SEM micrograph after Ag evaporation of a Moire ́
cavity with 250 + 256 nm pitch. (b) Absorption and photo-
luminescence of the gain medium, LDS750 solution, together with
the lasing spectrum on the 250 + 256 nm Moire ́ cavity before and after
the lasing threshold. The lasing spectrum has a dramatic spectral
narrowing. (c) Intensity of the peak at 718 nm for various pump
energy densities. (d) Spectrum at various pump energy densities.
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photoresist (PR) (n ≃ 1.56)-coated soda lime substrate (n ≃
1.48) under a laser interference lithography setup (see
Supporting Information). Two sequential exposures are made
with different incidence angles to generate large Moire ́ pattern.
The PR pattern is then coated with a 45 nm Ag film by thermal
evaporation to support SPPs. As a gain medium, we use Styryl
7, an organic laser dye that is commercially available from
Exciton (commercial name LDS750). Styryl 7 is dissolved in
extrapure ethylene glycol (n ≃ 1.4) solvent from J. T. Baker as a
10 mM batch and then diluted to 5, 2.5, and 0.65 mM solutions
(see Supporting Figure 10). Afterward, diluted solutions are
injected into a microfluidic channel constructed using two-sided
adhesive tapes and soda lime cover glass (see Supporting Figure
6). A pulsed Nd:YAG laser with a BBO crystal is used as 532
nm pump light. The average output power of the pump source
is attenuated down to 25.10 mW. The variation of the pump
light intensity, from 0.23 to 8.80 mJ/cm2, is achieved with a
series of neutral density filters and polarized filters (see
Supporting Figure 3). Neither the incidence angle nor the size
of the liquid chamber changes the spectral output of the
experiments. Surface plasmon coupled emission (SPCE) is
demonstrated in planar metal films18 and gratings36 on similar
setups. We observed the expected SPCE on planar metal films,
uniform gratings, and Moire ́ cavities (see Supporting Figure 14)
at low power densities and are able to obtain lasing with
samples that have slow light modes when pump power density
exceeds a threshold value. In Figure 2b, we show absorption
and luminescence characteristics of the gain medium. Photo-
luminescence (PL) of the dye under 532 nm illumination
shows a broad peak centered around 715 nm having a 60 nm
fwhm (145 meV). Under lasing conditions, this peak becomes
centered at 718 nm with a fwhm of 2.7 nm (6.5 meV). A
comparison between the emission spectrum before and after
the lasing threshold indicates a dramatic spectral narrowing.
The intensity vs pump energy density plots are obtained by
integrating the total area under the lasing peaks, integrating the
rest of the luminescence curves, and then plotting them as a
function of pump energy density. Above the threshold, the
integrated area of the lasing peak is much larger than the
integrated area of the rest of the luminescence spectrum. Figure
2c shows the intensity vs pump energy density curve
measurements for a Moire ́ 250 + 256 nm cavity. The threshold
energy density is around 1.5 mJ/cm2. Below the threshold
value, both integrations give approximately the same results;
beyond the 1.5 mJ/cm2 mark, there is a linear increase in the
lasing peak intensity.
Figure 3a,b show the experimentally obtained reflection maps
for the Moire ́ 250 + 256 nm cavity in the air and in the dye
solution, respectively. The 1 marks the cavity state that is
supporting the lasing action, whereas 2 and 3 mark the upper
and the lower plasmonic band edges, respectively. In Figure 3b,
modes marked with 4 are SPP modes on the opposite sides of
the metallic film, in this case the metal−PR interface
(Supporting Figure 9). Considering both sides of the metallic
grating, there are two modes: one is created along the metal−
upper dielectric interface, and the other at the metal−lower
dielectric interface. Modes on the opposite side can be excited
via the grating structure.9,10,37 These modes are isolated from
the interaction on the upper face of the metal film. The spectral
position of the cavity state in Figure 3a is around 545 nm in air,
and because the sample is in the dye solution, all of the SPP
modes are shifted to the red of the electromagnetic spectrum in
Figure 3b. Figure 3e,f show the group velocity for the cavity
modes shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively. In both cases vg does
not exceed about 0.35c; in the dye solution vg is 0.25c at the
center of the mode, approaching the calculated value. As
expected, vg approaches zero at the edges of the cavity state.
The lasing is observed when vg starts to decrease in Figure 3f.
Reduced speed (∼0.3c) at this edge gives way to plasmonic
enhancement and amplification, and we observe the lasing peak
at around 718 nm wavelength. The quality factor of the
plasmonic mode along the cavity is about 4 times larger than
that of the band edge (see Supporting Figure 12), which makes
the feedback in the cavity mode-dominant over that along the
band edge. The experimental results confirm the calculated
results. Cavity states are located at the expected k values (1.24
× 107 m−1), and the cavity centers are close to the same
wavelengths. Small differences can be attributed to oxidation of
the Ag film (around 2 nm), imperfect grating profiles, and the
experimental errors while extracting optical parameters of the
dielectric films (see Supporting Information for detailed
experimental methods).
In order to vary the central frequency of the cavity mode, we
fabricated three different Moire ́ cavities, labeled 242 + 248 nm,
250 + 256 nm, and 260 + 266 nm, and compared the plasmonic
lasing performance of the Moire ́ cavities in Figure 4a. The 242
+ 248 nm Moire ́ cavity has its lasing peak at 713 nm with a
fwhm of 1.34 nm (3.3 meV), and the 250 + 256 nm Moire ́
cavity has its lasing peak at 718 nm with a fwhm of 2.7 nm (6.5
Figure 3. Role of the Moire ́ cavity in plasmonic lasing. (a) Reflection
map of Moire ́ 250 + 256 nm in air. Feature 1 is the cavity mode, 2 is
the upper band edge, and 3 is the lower band edge. In LDS 750 dye
solution, (b) all plasmonic features (1−3) are shifted toward the red.
We observe SPPs at the metal−PR interface marked with 4. (c and d)
Reflection data at 44.5° incidence angle in air and 59° incidence angle
in solution, respectively. (e and f) Group velocity scaled with the speed
of light along the cavity states shown in (a) and (b), respectively.
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meV), while the 260 + 266 nm Moire ́ cavity has its lasing peak
at 726 nm with a fwhm of 2.8 nm (6.5 meV). As the cavity
states of these gratings shift, we observe a proportional shift in
the lasing peak wavelength (Figure 4b), which validates that the
plasmonic lasing action is indeed due to the cavity modes. We
also expect that replacing the material of the metal film should
alter the lasing behavior. Au and Ag are well known for their
SPP properties in the visible spectrum, whereas Ti does not
support SPP modes in this part of the spectrum. Figure 4c
shows PL spectra obtained with the 242 + 248 nm Moire ́
cavities coated with different metals. Au-coated samples exhibit
SPP features, but no lasing peak is observed. In the visible part
of the spectrum, it is well known that Au has a lower SPP
resonance frequency compared to Ag, and the SPPs on Ag have
longer lifetimes compared to the SPPs on Au.38 We suspect
that the shorter plasmonic lifetime of Au and the quality of Au
films might be responsible for the lack of lasing. Ti-coated
samples exhibit only a PL spectrum of the dye solution. Ag-
coated samples, on the other hand, exhibit lasing peaks, and
these peaks are highly TM polarized (see Supporting Figure 5),
which is another fingerprint of SPP-based amplification. Since
SPP modes are excited with the near-field coupling, on rotating
the polarization of the source to the TE direction and probing
the output for TM/TE contrast, we observe (see Supporting
Figure 5) the same TM/TE distinction (no SPP features in TE,
SPP features in TM) at the output under both TE and TM
excitation.
In conclusion, we demonstrated lasing based on the slow
plasmon modes of Moire ́ cavity structures. This flexible
plasmonic platform allows us to control the group velocity of
SPPs and greatly amplifies the emission of the organic dyes,
quantum dots, and other excitonic systems such as J-aggregates.
Here lasing action in Moire ́ cavities is enabled by slow SPPs at
the edges of the cavity modes, where the group velocity tends
toward zero. Furthermore, lasing wavelength is tunable since
the periodicity of the Moire ́ cavity determines the resonance
frequency of the cavity mode. This demonstration, to our
knowledge, is the first one that shows that the slow plasmonic
modes of a grating cavity structure interacting with an exciton
medium can amplify the SPP signal. Lasing efficiency can be
further improved by reducing the scattering losses using an
epitaxially grown metallic film instead of a thermally evaporated
metal film. This would also reduce the ohmic losses of SPP
modes and should bring the lasing threshold energy further
down and increase the light output. Future work may include
plasmonic amplification in different parts of the spectrum. This




Detailed information on Moire ́ gratings and additional data
related to lasing as well as a detailed explanation of the
experimental methods. The Supporting Information is available
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